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Intro

The SR-71 is an advanced two crew, two engine, delta winged, high altitude, long-range, supersonic
strategic reconnaissance military aircraft produced by Lockheed, Skunk Works division, since the
mid 1960’s.
It was originally developed as a “black project” from the Lockheed A-12 reconnaissance aircraft and
the idea was that the aircraft should be capable of flying outside the reach of surface-to-air missiles
and also be capable of outrace them.
A total of 32 aircrafts was built and they served with the U.S. Air Force from 1964 to 1998. In all
those years none were lost to enemy actions and since 1976 the SR-71 has held the world record for
the fastest air-breathing manned aircraft. The nickname is Blackbird but is also known as Habu.

General Information & Aircraft Specs











Produced by Lockheed, Skunk Works Division
Designer Clarence “Kelly” Johnson
First flight December 22nd 1964
Introduction 1966
Role Strategic reconnaissance aircraft
Status Retired 1998
Built 32
Developed from Lockheed A-12
Primary users
o United States Air Force
o NASA











Crew 1 pilot + 1 reconnaissance system officer
Length 107 ft 5 in (32.74 m)
Wingspan 55 ft 7 in (16.94 m)
Height 18 ft 6 in (5.64 m)
Wing area 1,800 ft2 (170 m2)
Empty weight 67,500 lb (30,600 kg)
Loaded weight 152,000 lb (69,000 kg)
MTOW 172,000 lb (78,000 kg)
Power plant Two P&W J58-1









Maximum speed Mach 3.3 (2,200+ mph / 3,540+ km/h / 1,910+ knots at 80,000 ft (24,000m)
Range 2,900 nmi (5,400 km)
Ferry Range 3,200 nmi (5,925 km)
Service ceiling 85,000 ft (25,900 m)
Rate of climb 11,820 ft/m (60 m/s)
Wing load 84 lb/ft2 (410 kg/m2)
Thrust/weight 0.44

Purchase, Download and Installation

I purchased this add-on aircraft directly at FSPilotShop and the purchase and download went
without any issues. The internet connection to the download server was excellent so the file was
downloaded in no time even though the Blackbird file is about 100Mb.
Installing the aircraft was very easy, just activate the included installation wizard and the complete
installation is done automatically – you don’t even have to write in a registration code or similar
since this add-on does not feature that.
When installation the aircraft you get the possibility to install the file as either an FSX add-on or
an FS9 add-on, however this review only applies to the FSX version. Please note that there is no
P3D version in the installation wizard and if it would be compatible with P3D I cannot confirm.
The complete installation of the aircraft only took about 20 seconds or so – and after the
installation has completed I went into the FSX airplanes folder to verify that the Blackbird was
installed correctly. There I found both an A and a B model so everything looked perfect.
Together with the installation of the aircraft there were also installed a 55-pages PDF manual
together with a link to an online manual. This aircraft is quite complex so to be able to get the best
from it, a manual would certainly be usable.
The manual contains various specifics, data, inflight speed matrixes, various procedures etc. and I
found it to be a good idea to at least skim the manual before proceeding to actually flying this
aircraft. Actually this Blackbird is the third SR-71 version that I test for FS9/FSX so I am quite
familiar with the aircraft but I would certainly still recommend reading the very basic data before
taking this aircraft for a flight.

Examples of various data, charts and procedures etc.

After taking a look at the manual I opened up FSX and went into my virtual hangar to see if the
installation had also completed with success here. In my virtual hangar I found the two models
together with several repaints of both the A model but also the B model. The difference between
the A and B model is primarily that the A model features the single cockpit in front and the
integrated body cockpit in the back for the navigator which has a very limited view, where the B
model instead features the raised back cockpit with full frontal view.
There were in total 18 different repaints – well repaints and repaints that is actually a bit much to
state because all the Blackbirds are black, but the markings and numbers are not the same. That
will come down to how you define a repaint, but in total there were 18 versions. I could also see
that some of the versions were fitted for the 4:3 screens and some for 16:9 (widescreens) which is a
quite okay detail even though I believe that most simmers today are using the 16:9 solution, but
that is just my guess which I of course cannot confirm.
Actually there were some additional aircrafts but that was not very easy to see since the images on
the various aircrafts within the virtual hangar, was just a “logo” or similar and that was the same for
all 18 repaints. I would have loved it if the images in the virtual hangar were actually showing the
specific aircrafts, but never the less there were also the ASARSI models featuring a Data link
radome and Optical Bar Camera Nose version.

Exterior

I started my test with a walk around the aircraft to get a view of the model itself. The model is very
well made and resembles the real Blackbird nicely. Viewing this aircraft is quite special because the
aircraft had been covered in a lot of mystique for many years and I still think that viewing this
aircraft today still creates some kind of mystic atmosphere of secret projects etc. which I like very
much.
The SR-71 is very detailed and Glowingheat has defiantly put in a lot of effort into making this
aircraft model as realistic as possible and in my opinion Glowingheat has succeeded perfectly. I
find the model to be very realistic and authentic for sure.
The aircraft features a variety of animations such as control surfaces, rotating wheels, turning nose
wheel, exhaustion nozzles that are animated according to the thrust levels, canopy open/close, gear
up/down, gear suspension, drag shute deploy, crew access latter, engine start carts etc. The
animations are very well made and with smooth movements which gives the simmer a nice
experience with the model itself.
The drag shute animation is below what I would have expected – in other words the drag shute
animation is there, but not in a good overall quality. The effect of using the drag shute however is
really well made and it can easily be felt and seen by the IAS rapidly dropping when the drag shute
is deployed.
The textures used on the model are of a good quality and the overall experience for the external
model is really good. Additionally the model also features various effects as e.g. light. These light
effects are very good with a clear and bright shine which is very realistic but also that the lights etc.
are placed perfectly on the model according to the real life images that I could find.
There was actually one specific effect that I was quite surprised and impressed about, and that was
when starting the engines of the Blackbird. The fuel that the aircraft uses when flying – a fuel
similar to the JP-7, is almost impossible to ignite directly so during the start-up of the engines
another type of fuel is used – the TEB (triethylborane) to get the temperature high enough to ignite
the basic fuel. Using the flammable fuel for the start-up creates a very unique green flame effect
which is perfectly created in this model and that is indeed a very fine detail.
Additional effects that the Blackbird features are e.g. a superb afterburner flame effect which seems
to be very realistic when viewed from a distance. Up close using the view just below the engines
and the exhaustion I don’t think the effect is so well made, but normally this would of course be
view from a certain distance and the realism when view from a distance is really good.

I also noticed that the aircraft also features some vapor trail effects – they are of a fair quality but I
cannot understand why the vapor effect from the nose of the aircraft is colored black instead of
white as the other vapor trails… In my opinion that effect should also be white.
Another detail about the model is that if you shut off the engine = 0 – rpms and also switch off the
battery, the engine intake covers will appear on the model – this is also a nice detail.

Interior

Going from the outside to the inside of the aircraft I could see that this add-on features both a 2D
cockpit and a virtual cockpit. The 2D cockpit is a photo-real cockpit that is very well made and
resembles the real SR-71 cockpit quite accurately according to the various images that I could find
on the internet. There are of course also various animated and working switches together with
working gauges etc.
The virtual cockpit is as the 2D cockpit very well made. It features a huge number of various
details, animations etc. which are all very carefully created and to a fine level of quality. The virtual
cockpit features good quality textures, a clean and clear finish around edges and a very realistic 3D
experience due to a great depth performance.
The instrumentation is old and resembles the original cockpit quite well with analogue gauges,
huge toggle switches and no PFD, NG, EICAS or similar as normally found in modern age military
and civilian aircrafts. However the virtual cockpit does feature a GPS display in the center console
just behind the stick – I am a little unsure about this being an actual part of the real aircraft
because when looking at various images on the internet of the real world cockpit, I could see that
most of the pictures showed a black cover or an artificial horizon and no GPS, but that could of
course be an upgrade for one of the aircrafts which I didn’t find images from.
Animations within the virtual cockpit cover among others e.g. switches, controls, canopy, levers,
gauges etc. The movements of the various animations are well and realistically made. Almost every
switch is animated and the overall experience of being inside the virtual cockpit was very realistic.
The virtual cockpit also features various additional panels which can be maximized and minimized
so that the simmer can better access the features for the specific panels – this is a fine detail. I also
found a set of standard FSX clickable switches on the right side of the instrument panel – this I
however think is not a great idea to include because that takes away a lot of the realism of being in
the virtual cockpit. The atmosphere created in the virtual cockpit is still good and I really had an
excellent and realistic experience flying this aircraft.

Sound

The sound set included for this aircraft is quite comprehensive – there are a complete start-up /
shutdown sound set together with the cruise and afterburner sound set and of course also various
sound files for toggling the switches, gear, canopy, flaps etc. The sound set is clean and clear and
provides the aircraft with a very realistic touch.
When I compare the sound set to the sound of the real SR-71 using video clips from YouTube, I
would say that the sound set is very good – not 100% accurate but close. The high pitch sound of
the engine when increasing the rpms during engine start together with the enormous deep roar
when the afterburner kicks in, really adds to the overall experience of the aircraft greatly and the
sound set strengthen the realism of the atmosphere when being in the virtual cockpit.
I tested the sound set using both ordinary stereo, 2.1 stereo featuring a subwoofer and also in a
complete 7.1 surround sound setup and the sound was perfect no matter which setup I chose.

Flight Dynamics

Flight Dynamics is close to impossible for me to verify since I have never flown this aircraft in real
life. However when I look at various reports from former SR-71 pilots together with the
specification for the aircraft and my own real life flying experience I can come up with a (hopefully)
fair guess of the realism of the flight dynamics.
When throttling up the engines and applying full afterburner during the take-off, the IAS rapidly
increased which I also would assume. Getting airborne and raising the gear gave me an experience
of the SR-71 of being an aircraft that lies quite steady when trimmed properly, quite smooth when
entering and exiting a turn, but also quite slow-to-medium reaction on the various control surfaces
as the rudder, ailerons and elevator.
This however goes well in hand with what I would have expected since the SR-71 is a huge aircraft
built for high speed operations, but taking a look at the back edge of the wings = ailerons and
elevator together with the two rudders, I see that these control surfaces has a huge area which I
normally would transfer to mean “quick response”.
According to real life the SR-71 were capable of flying app. Mach 3.3 at an altitude of 80,000’ and
this was of course something that I had to test. The first couple of test flights were a disaster
because when climbing higher than 45,000’ the engines shut down without any warning. I
immediately checked if it was because I was out of fuel, but I had plenty.
I went back into the procedures described and found that when climbing to cruise level I needed to
obtain a certain IAS. This proved to be the reason for my troubles since I in my first test flight were
climbing below Mach 1, which apparently has a consequence on the engines performance etc., so
simply just by adding more thrust and climbing with a speed of Mach 1.25 enabled me to climb
beyond the 45,000’ of altitude.
Following the procedures took me up to the 80,000’ and I could see the IAS increasing up to Mach
3.3 – so this worked perfectly and very realistically.
During some of my test flights I also came to enter some spins which I would characterize as being
very NOT realistic. There were absolutely no signs of entering the spins as e.g. stick shake or
similar which of course could be very true to real life, but the actual down side was that the spin
removed most chances of even getting the IAS to increase even though I had applied full
afterburner. Also the standard procedures for exiting a spin were not working – of course there
would probably be special procedures for the SR-71, but nothing that I tried would work until I
reached an altitude of about 10,000’ – all above that was completely uncontrollable.

Another failure about the spins were the fact that when being in a spin I could see that the altitude
indicator rapidly dropping for a few seconds and then rapidly increasing for again a few seconds.
This would continue over and over again and sometimes I actually gained more altitude when being
in a spin then I lost. This I am not sure is a specific issue with the aircraft, but that could also be a
bug in FSX. However I have flown various other aircrafts in FSX that could spin properly so my
assumption would be that this is a failure within the flight dynamics of the SR-71.

Conclusion

To make a conclusion of this aircraft then it features a high detailed and very realistic model(s) that
are covered with good quality textures and features various effects and animation which are all
super smooth and very realistically created.
Furthermore the aircraft add-on features both a 2D cockpit and a virtual cockpit that also is
created with an eye for the detail. The textures used in the virtual cockpit are of a good quality, the
depth 3D performance is good and the finish is also good. Both cockpits feature various subpanels
which is a nice addition to the overall experience of the aircraft. The atmosphere created in the
cockpit is very realistic and I could easily find myself as being one of the very few who actually
went on a mission in the SR-71.
The sound set is also of a good quality and supports both ordinary stereo, 2.1 stereo including a
subwoofer and also a full 7.1 surround sound setup. The sound is clean and clear and supports the
overall experience of the aircraft very well.
The flight dynamics are close to what I would have expected and I think that it is a superb detail
that you have to fly the aircraft according to the procedures to e.g. climb to 80,000’ etc. The
procedures included are easy steps by steps guides which provide the simmer with a quick and
good overview of the performance and how to fly the aircraft.
Overall I find the aircraft to be a really nice add-on with a good level of quality. I find the SR-71 to
be very authentic and realistic and a great addition to my virtual hangar. If you are into military jets
or unique aircrafts etc. then this bird is certainly an aircraft that I would recommend. Just one
heads-up – if you are a new-bee then you should build up some experience before trying out this
aircraft since it is one of the most difficult aircrafts to fly in my opinion.
I rate this aircraft with 4/5-Stars and I would like to thank Glowingheat for their contribution to
the flightsim community with this excellent and very iconic aircraft.
*Please note that this SR-71 is the same basic SR-71 created by AlpaSim/Virtavia but upgraded after the creator left Alphasim/Virtavia and
started Glowingheat. It has been confirmed by Virtavia that Glowingheat has the rights for this development.

Rays Aviation

Variants in real life

SR-71A
This was the original and main production version

SR-71B
This was a twin seat trainer version of the SR-71A

SR-71C
This was a hybrid aircraft composed of the rear fuselage of the first YF-12A (S/N 60-6934) and the
forward fuselage from an SR-71 static test unit. The YF-12 had been wrecked in a 1966 landing
accident. This Blackbird was seemingly not quite straight and had a yaw at supersonic speeds. It
was nicknamed “The Bastard”

